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AS-FOOD MINI-PROCESSING FACTORIES :
an innovative solution to boost and sustain
your food processing activity 

@asfood
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THE FOOD-PROCESSING CHALLENGES 

As a food processor, your goal is to develop a 
profitable and sustainable business. You are 
also keen to support your rural community by 
providing opportunities and employment.

However, you face several challenges :

• In terms of profitability and business 
development : your factories often run only 
part of the year to process one type of 
harvest. They lack the flexibility to process 
other agricultural products during other 
seasons and to be used over a longer period

• In terms of finished products quality : 
because of the transportation times which 
degrade the harvests, the quality is not 
always up to the expectation level of the 
distribution channels in your country or for 
export

•  In terms of labor : because your business 
is uncertain and not always profitable, it 
is difficult to offer sustainable jobs with 
attractive salaries. This affects the motivation, 
training and technical skills of your workforce.

•  In terms of financing : the investments to 
develop the activity can be very high and 
financing is difficult to obtain.

•  In terms of marketing : you do not always 
master downstream marketing with a good 
knowledge of the distribution channels and 
negotiation.
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A NEW TRANSFORMATION 
SOLUTION TO HELP YOU
MEET THESE CHALLENGES

Founded in 2016 by entrepreneurs from Africa 
and Europe, AS Food (African Sustainable 
Food) is a mission-driven company that offers 
innovative solutions to better value harvests, 
develop the agri-food industry and improve 
the incomes of small-scale farmers in Africa. 
It offers a highly innovative solution for pro-

cessing fruits and vegetables, allowing you 
to increase the quantity and quality of your 
finished products, diversify the types of har-
vests you process, while giving you access to 
financing, good working conditions, as well as 
related maintenance and marketing support 
services.
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MINI-PROCESSING FACTORIES :
A TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTION
TO INCREASE THE ADDED
VALUE FROM HARVESTS

As Food offers modular mini processing 
factories, transportable by truck to the 
harvesting sites, with all the support and 
maintenance services necessary for their 
proper functioning.

These transportable mini-factories offer 
new perspectives by addressing 2 types of 
problems :

• By avoiding damaging transportation 
times, they limit post-harvest losses; 

• Because they can be converted and 
adapted to different types of fruits and 
vegetables, they can be used throughout 
the year on several types of harvests 
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YOUR CHALLENGES, MET 

With mini-factories and appropriate services, you 
can meet all your challenges :  

•  Development and profitability : 

mini-factories give you access to new harvests 

processing opportunities over a larger part of 

the year. When needed, efficient maintenance 
and repair services are provided by AS Food 
and its partners.

•  Quality :

Your harvests are processed very quickly, 

before they spoil, by mini-factories that meet 
stringent manufacturing criteria. The result is a 

consistently high quality of finished products.

•  Workforce :

A more profitable business allows for better 

working conditions and more attractive 

wages. And because AS Food also offers 
training services, the workforce is competent 
and involved.

•  Financing : 

thanks to its partnerships, AS Food can help 

you obtain financing

•  Marketing : 

AS Food can provide you with marketing 

assistance for your finished products.
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HOW DOES THE AS FOOD
MINI-FACTORY LOOK LIKE ?

•  What fruit and vegetables
can the mini-factory process : 

mango, pineapple, cashew apple, eggplant, 
okra, tomato (non-exhaustive list, contact us 
for products not mentioned)

•  In what form are the products processed :

puree, juice or nectar, packaged in doypacks 
pouches (other packaging is possible,
depending on demand)
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MINI-FACTORY IN TRANSPORTATION MODE

trimming and sorting
(outside container)

Processing area
(inside container)
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DETAILED OPERATION
OF THE MINI-FACTORY
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IN SUMMARY, WHY CHOOSE
THE AS FOOD SOLUTION  

For a more profitable processing acti-
vity, thanks to the increase in quantity 
and quality of your finished products.

To offer good working conditions and 
attractive salaries to your employees.

For easier access to financing and 
business support.

To contribute to the development 
and well-being of the rural commu-
nities you work with
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
SIMULATION

A costing for Ivory Coast, based on realistic data, shows that the mini-factory can generate an 

annual margin of €123,260 from 4 harvests. The public prices of finished products in the distribu-

tion are extremely competitive : 

Processed products
Processed 

volume 
(Tons)

Number of 
pouches

Cost per unit
Operator 

Markup 25%

Eggplant puree (400g pouches) 21,10 52 762 0,67 € 8 792 €

Tomato puree not concentrated (400g pouches) 21,10 52 762 0,81 € 10 708 €

Mango Nectar (500 ml pouches) 202,61 405 220 0,49 € 49 405 €

Pineapple nectar (500 ml pouches) 202,61 405 220 0,54 € 54 355 €

TOTAL 447,43 915 964 0,13 € 123 260 €

INITIAL INVESTMENT IN THE MINI-FACTORY : 377 507 €

Processed quantities and generated margin :

Public price of finished goods and comparison with competition :

Processed products Retailer price *
Public Price 

excluding tax 
**

Public Price, tax 
included (VAT 

18%)

Average 
reported public 

price,  tax 
included

Eggplant puree (400g pouches)  0,92  €  1,15  €  1,35  €  2,69  € 

Tomato puree not concentrated (400g 
pouches)

 1,12  €  1,40  €  1,65  €  1,43  € 

Mango Nectar (500 ml pouches)  0,67  €  0,84  €  0,99  €  0,76  € 

Pineapple nectar (500 ml pouches)  0,74  €  0,92  €  1,09  €  1,16  € 

* including 10% sales costs
** Distributor Markup :  25%

In this realistic scenario, the initial 
investment in the mini-factory of 
€377,507 is recouped in just over 
3 years : 

Contact us for a detailed simulation.
123 260 € 123 260 € 123 260 € 123 260 € 123 260 € 

246 520 € 

369 780 € 

493 041 € 

616 301 € 

377 507 € 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

RETURN ON INVESTMENT SIMULATION 

Operator's profit Cumulated profits Initial Mini-Factory investment

RETURN ON INVESTMENT SIMULATION
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MEET THE TEAM

Victor NONO

Christophe BONAZZI

IT engineer and Master in Business Administration (MBA)
from HEC-Paris.
The son of small farmers in Cameroon, Victor has been engaged 
since his teens in finding solutions to improve the living conditions 
of small farmers and rural populations in Africa, particularly 
through entrepreneurship.

Victor is founder and CEO of ASFOOD International

Engineer in international agro development,
PhD in food processing engineering.
He has over 3 years of field experience in West Africa (Benin, 
Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Liberia, Senegal and Togo).
Timoty managed the scientific design of our mini-factory,
in close partnership with CIRAD researchers.

Food industry engineer from AgroParisTech, graduate in 
tropical agronomy, designer and developer of computer 
applications.
Pierre-Jean has managed agri-food industrial units in different 
sectors: biotechnology, ready meals, beverages, malting, 
pasta-couscous and semolina.
Pierre-Jean is the CTO

Embedded systems and autonomous vehicle engineer, from 
ESIGELEC engineering school.
Marilou is in charge of the remote supervision of the mobile 
units. As such, she leads the design and development of the 
Hypervision system for ASFOOD Intl ‘s mobile units.

agricultural engineer from AgroParisTech and Doctor
in Industrial Economics from the Ecole des Mines, Paris
Former Managing Director FINSECUR (finsecur.com)
Founder and co-manager WEBISTEM (webistem.com

co-founder and CEO counsellor of ASFOOD International

Timoty SAVOURE

Pierre-Jean QUINTO 

Marilou SIKI
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OUR PARTNERS
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CONTACT US
contact@as-food.com

+33 458 00 37 96 / +33 623 86 46 79

Email : hello@asfood.agro

www.as-food.com

3 Avenue Marie Reynoard (Offices)
38100 Grenoble - FRANCE

@asfood


